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DECEMBER 7, 2017 
52 pages 
 
SENATE ACTIONS 
• Approved degree candidates for Fall 2017. 
• Approved curriculum proposals. 
• Approved a proposed rule change from the Academic Policies Committee 
concerning waivers of course prerequisites, provision of department consent for 
enrollment purposes, overriding of time conflicts, and enrollment of students in closed 
classes. 
• Adopted a resolution from the Part-Time Faculty Committee recommending a bonus 
for part-time faculty. 
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MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE MEETING OF DECEMBER 7, 2017 
 
The regular meeting of the Faculty Senate took place Thursday, December 7, 2017 in room 
201 of the Buckingham Center for Continuing Education. Senate Chair William D. Rich called 
the meeting to order at 3:04 pm. 
Of the current roster of 64 senators, 55 attended the meeting. Senators Bean, Haritos, Kidd, 
Monaco and Simms were absent with notice. Senators Blackledge, Dhinojwala, Hariharan, and 
Srivatsan were absent without notice. 
I. Adoption of Agenda 
On Senator Clark's motion, the agenda were adopted without dissent. 
II. Adoption of Minutes of November 2 meeting 
On Senator Roy's motion, the minutes were adopted without dissent. 
III. Remarks of the Chairman 
Chair Rich remarked: 
Among the items on our agenda for today are approval of the December graduation list; 
curriculum change proposals from the Curriculum Review Committee; from the Academic 
Policies Committee, a proposed new rule concerning authority to waive course prerequisites, 
provide departmental consent for enrollment purposes, override time conflicts, and enroll 
students in closed classes; a resolution from the Part-time Faculty Committee concerning 
bonuses for part-time faculty; and a presentation by Vice Provost Sarah Cravens on changes 
occurring in the Honors College. 
As you know, this Fall the Administration initiated a review of the University’s academic 
programs, which is currently scheduled to conclude in May. Faculty, department chairs, and 
school directors have invested time and effort in preparing the documents required for this 
review. Deans are now reviewing these documents and preparing their own assessments. Soon, 
all of these documents will be delivered to a university-wide faculty committee for its review and 
recommendations. By early March, these recommendations and the supporting documents are to 
be sent to the Faculty Senate’s Academic Policies Committee for its review. APC will report its 
recommendations to this body for action. In the meantime, I urge the Administration to refrain 
from making decisions that would substantially weaken, suspend, or terminate existing programs 
and thereby preempt the academic program review with respect to the affected programs. Any 
such decisions would undermine the academic program review process and raise concerns about 
bad faith. 
As you may also recall, several years ago the Academic Policies Committee undertook a 
comprehensive review of the University’s undergraduate admissions standards. APC 
recommended and the Senate approved a change in those admissions standards that made 
undergraduate admissions slightly selective and called for applicants categorized as 
“preparatory” to be referred to community college or to Wayne College until they could 
demonstrate the ability to succeed academically. These changes in admissions policy were 
supported by the Administration and adopted by the Board of Trustees. I believe this process for 
re-evaluating and revising admissions policy worked well and demonstrated the value of faculty 
involvement in such decisions. I hope and expect that the same process would be used to make 
any further changes in admissions standards that might be needed. 
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Finally, I wish you all a happy holiday season. 
This concludes my remarks. 
IV. Special Announcements 
Chair Rich announced: 
Isaac C. Hunt, Jr., who served as dean of the School of Law from 1987 to 1995, died 
October 29 at the age of 80. 
Ike, as he was known, earned a bachelor’s degree in mathematics and economics in 1957 
from Fisk University.  After studying architecture at Columbia University, he attended the 
University of Virginia School of Law, from which he earned a law degree in 1962, the second 
African-American to do so. 
After law school, he worked for five years as a staff attorney at the Securities and Exchange 
Commission.  He later worked as an associate attorney in the corporate and securities practice 
section of Jones, Davis, Reavis, and Pogue (as the firm was then known), where he specialized in 
government procurement litigation, administrative law, and international trade, and as principal 
deputy general counsel and acting general counsel to the Department of Army in the Carter and 
Reagan Administrations. 
He began his academic career as a law professor at Catholic University, later serving as dean 
and professor of law at the former Antioch University School of Law in Washington, D.C.  At 
the conclusion of his eight years as dean of our law school, Ike was appointed by President 
Clinton to the Securities and Exchange Commission, where he served for over six years and is 
credited with better defining the relationship between the Commission and international 
securities regulators. 
V. Report of the Executive Committee 
Secretary Miller reported: 
The Faculty Senate Executive Committee (EC) met three times since the last regular 
meeting. 
On Thursday, November 16 the EC met twice. In the first of these meetings, the EC 
prepared for the second of these meetings, with the President and Provost. At the second 
meeting, we discussed the University budget, the possibility of a faculty buy-out, admissions, 
academic program review, and the upcoming sesquicentennial of the University. 
On Thursday, November 30 the EC met to prepare an agenda for this meeting. We also 
made a committee appointment and discussed academic program review. 
This concludes my report. 
VI. Remarks of the President 
President Wilson expressed gratitude for faculty efforts with teaching, mentoring, and 
engaging the community. He spoke of increases in development and successful efforts to excel 
and innovate. 
He highlighted a few of those efforts. He spoke highly of our facilities department and 
mentioned their recent “Keep Akron Beautiful” award. He praised Surveying for winning an 
award. In the world of research, sizable grants were noted in a variety of disciplines. He also 
praised the Department of Political Science and the Bliss Institute for their work to create a 
course that will be simultaneously held on four continents. In the world of entrepreneurship, the 
EX(L) Center was noted as praiseworthy for their "Unclasses" and for winning a $10,000 prize 
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in a contest about business ideas. In the world of diversity, the School of Law was praised for 
receiving a summer grant to serve underrepresented populations. 
He spoke of the financial challenges facing the University of Akron as well as other public 
and regional public universities around the nation. He spoke of the Akron Guarantee Scholarship 
as a successful innovation and its expansion to nontraditional students. 
He spoke of an in-state tuition guarantee recently approved by the Board of Trustees. He 
noted that Kent State, Youngstown, and Cleveland State have also taken similar steps. 
He noted that the Ohio state government has asked the public universities in our region to 
come together and create a compact. He explained that we are waiting, however, for directions 
about who will be included in this regional compact and what it might concern. 
In the world of international initiatives, he reported, Vice Provost Sarah Cravens and others 
have been working on how to attract more international students through unique and innovative 
ideas. He noted that his spring break will be spent with thirty students studying abroad in Japan. 
He added that students can now get passport photos and submit passport applications on campus. 
On the subject of eSports, he reported that they are interviewing finalists for a Director and 
thinking about how they might integrate eSports with academic programs. He also described 
nutritionists as potentially interested in educating a varsity eSports team beyond Red Bull and 
Doritos. He repeated the great enthusiasm that he has witnessed among UA students and area 
high school students whenever he speaks about this. 
President Wilson described "Five-Star Fridays" as a possible feature of a four-day work 
week. He described ongoing conversations about how we might succeed on a four-day 
workweek with a wide variety of people on campus. He noted Bill Hauser's expertise and the 
recent distribution of a survey of undergraduate students on this subject. Of the 19,500 
undergraduate students sent the survey on the four-day and “Five-Star Friday” concepts, he 
learned that there were just under 5,000 responses and the students were very positive. Taking 
the idea to high school counselors, he noted that not one of the seventy-five expressed 
disapproval. He identified the Provost as the current expert on the logistics of a "four-day core, 
Five-Star Friday" schedule. 
In closing, President Wilson noted two major announcements from the Board of Trustees 
regarding administrative structuring. There will be a national search for a new Executive Vice 
President and Chief Academic Officer. He praised Provost Ramsier for his efficiency, great 
knowledge, and incredibly busy and productive days. 
He described the need for this new position, Executive Vice President and Chief 
Administrative Officer. He referred the faculty to an article on Cleveland.com from the end of 
last month identifying us as the most thinly and leanly staffed University in the region.1 He 
further noted the need for leadership on all of these new initiatives. And he noted the need for the 
University to retain Rex Ramsier and described how he had assumed more and more duties as 
administrative positions have been trimmed in recent years. He also identified Nathan Mortimer 
as another individual who has taken on so much work and explained the need to create another 
administrative position. He noted a wide range of administrative cuts that have been made from 
positions to budgets to deans to salaries. 
The President made himself available for questions. 
                                                 
1 “Ohio’s Public Colleges Spend About 20 Percent on Administrative Costs, Report Says.” Cleveland.com, October 
24, 2017, 
http://www.cleveland.com/metro/index.ssf/2017/10/ohios_public_colleges_spend_about_20_percent_on_administra
tive_costs_report_says.html 
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Senator Clark asked the President to describe the two new positions in a bit more detail, and 
President Wilson did so. He spoke of academic matters such as tenure and of administrative 
matters such as enrollment management including admissions, HR, labor relations, institutional 
research, accreditation. He described the CFO as doing finances and the budget; COO does 
safety, facilities, auxiliaries, and IT. 
Senator Soucek asked if the administration has absorbed cuts the same way the faculty have. 
President Wilson responded that the reductions have been more in the way of salaries than they 
have been in positions. 
Senator Coffey asked if the four-day class schedule would be worth so much disruption if it 
was not going to bring in additional revenue, and Senator Coffey followed up by asking what are 
the downsides to this,--what could go wrong? 
President Wilson agreed this was not being approached as a cost-saving mechanism but as 
something that is distinctive and sets us apart in the market in our competition for students. He 
spoke of the potential scheduling benefits to students and especially to nontraditional students. 
He predicted that perhaps there could be cost savings in facilities. He noted the need to be 
distinct and innovative in our competition for high school students and the warm response to the 
idea from area high school counselors, students, and parents. As for cons, he reported that he 
hears that some students might expect a twenty percent tuition discount if we are cutting the 
week by twenty percent. He described this notion as absurd but conceded that we might need to 
work to assure students that the quality and rigor remains the same. He further noted that some 
students might be anxious about finding time to do all their coursework in a compressed week 
and expressed his hope that a good job messaging the potential of "Five-Star Fridays" would 
allay this. He also reported that business executives are telling him that many companies are 
shifting to a four-day week, so this would prepare them for that world. And this would provide 
more time for internship and employment opportunities on a Friday free of classes. 
Senator Rich recalled that the genesis of the idea came from a perceived need to offer more 
services and courses in the evenings. 
President Wilson responded that the potential is even greater and that we will need to keep 
the campus fully operational for all five days. He acknowledged that this proposal had evolved 
away from its original purpose. He spoke more of how Fridays might be used for innovative 
programs and scheduling. 
Senator Sterns noted that a three-day weekend might be better for weekend courses and 
perhaps even for non-for-credit courses. He suggested the four-day schedule could be marketed 
as a seven-day schedule. 
Senator Fant expressed the hope that this will lead to the death of the fifty-minute class. He 
described a MW, TTh schedule as more efficient. 
Chair Rich noted that the appropriateness of the fifty-minute class probably depends on the 
discipline and added that he is authoritatively advised that fifty minutes might be a good length 
in other disciplines. He noted that we need to work out the flexibility of scheduling so that a 
variety of options are available in a four-day schedule. 
Senator Budd asked if the faculty would be polled on the subject. President Wilson said yes, 
we just got the results of the student survey on Tuesday and now we are having the conversation 
here in the Faculty Senate. Senator Budd noted that a MW, TTh schedule would not work with 
her building. President Wilson responded that the University is built for forty thousand students 
and expected we could work out scheduling. 
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VII. Remarks of the Provost 
Provost Ramsier reported good news from his recent meetings with chairs and deans about 
Academic Program Review. He noted there has been a lot of confusion about how the deans are 
doing their work and looked ahead to a meeting next week with the Academic Program Review 
Committee. 
He praised Bill Krause's work in the past and expressed that he was happy to have him back. 
He noted that the number of applications for next fall's class is down 25% from the same 
week last year. He attributed at least some of this to moving away from using Royale and 
described a decision to re-engage them on a one-year deal. He noted that last year we counted 
many thousands of applications that were not complete. With a deeper analysis, week by week, 
he expects a better understanding. 
He noted that current students are enrolling for Spring 2018 in good numbers and would like 
to credit everyone for their retention efforts. 
He described an IUC Provosts call today about an Ohio Faculty Council resolution on 
affordable textbooks which the IUC Provosts adopted. He reported that they also spoke about all 
the unfunded mandates the public universities have been given. He noted that the duplicate 
program report has gone forward and would like the Senate to weigh in before we report this to 
the February meeting.  
Chair Rich expressed his belief that APC would weigh in on this before the February 
meeting. 
On the subject of a four-day core, simulations were recently run to see if this would work. 
Provost Ramsier reported that one of the outcomes of this experiment was the decision to acquire 
new software for such things. He described the software as being capable of scheduling required 
courses for programs, as the new software will be able to use the curriculum guides as a source 
of data. He conceded that we will not be able to get 100% the same scheduling in a four-day 
week, especially with the necessity of fifteen minutes between classes for our large campus. He 
noted that it appears 91% of our schedule can be moved into a four-day schedule. He noted that 
staffing will be an issue, and that a four-day schedule will require a lot more evening classes. 
The hours would be 6:30am to 10:30pm, subject to additional modeling. He imagines that 
exceptions will need to be carved out for studio programs and laboratory programs. 
Provost Ramsier made himself available for questions. 
Chair Rich asked about confirmed admission acceptances at this point vs. the same time last 
year. Provost Ramsier did not have that number. President Wilson noted that it would be very 
early for confirmations, and that while applications are down 25%, admissions are down only 
13%. He spoke of the five thousand applications for Fall 2017 that were incomplete. 
President Wilson added that attendance at our Visit Days is equal to or ahead of last year. 
Provost Ramsier noted that this is the highest yield group--students who actually visit us. 
Provost Ramsier explained that the University was being much more targeted in our use of 
Royale. 
Senator Klein asked about summer scheduling. Provost Ramsier responded that his office 
has not centrally controlled summer scheduling. He alluded to a summer task force that is 
looking for new approaches. He told the faculty that the deans had been instructed to be strategic 
in their scheduling. He expressed hope that that the task force will help, and he wondered if it 
would not make sense for different departments to coordinate their offerings of courses that 
satisfy general education requirements. He directed the faculty to speak with their deans about 
summer scheduling. He added that data indicate that online classes are well attended. 
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Chair Rich expressed that he would be surprised if deans and department chairs had 
postponed their regular planning because of this existence of the task force. Provost Ramsier 
agreed. 
Senator Clark asked if there is a separate budget for the summer. 
Provost Ramsier said no. He described the process for last year as he asked the deans to 
request what was needed. They were then given what they requested. He expressed his desire 
that we plan well and then do not cancel classes and inconvenience students. 
VIII. William Honors CollegeVice Provost Sarah Cravens 
Vice Provost Cravens expressed gratitude for the support of the faculty. 
She advised the faculty that she would be back in the Spring to request some changes. 
She noted that Honors has changed back from auto-admit to a selective admissions process 
that gives first consideration to those with a GPA of 3.5 (out of 4.0) or 27 ACT or 1280/1210 
SAT. Applicants are also asked to provide a list of awards and achievements and an essay. 
Members of the Honors advisory council and faculty advisors comprise about forty-five 
reviewers. 
She described yield efforts ranging from "snaps" to "little bits of swag." 
She noted that honors has two staff members and an academic advisor, who resigned shortly 
after she came on. They are adding an Associate Dean for Undergraduate Research and a 
Director of the Honors Experience. They have just posted, as well, a position for Associate 
Director of Admissions to manage the new process. 
She praised the dozen members of the Honors advisory council, who have done yeoman's 
work. She described a five-hour retreat this council will enjoy next month. 
She observed there has never been a program-level outcomes assessment and this will be 
created. 
She has been encouraging more faculty to propose colloquia and additional Honors sections. 
She asked the faculty to please be patient with the enrollment numbers in Honors sections as 
they are re-introduced. 
She described a proposal form for Honors colloquia on the Honors website. 
She made herself available for questions. 
Senator Clark asked how Honors advising will be handled without an Honors advisor. 
Cravens responded that they are assessing, as advising is moved out to the department level, how 
an Honors advisor would be best deployed without knowing all the programs. She praised Joe 
Minocchi who gives a few hours most days to take appointments advising for the Honors 
college. With the combination of new hires, she noted, it's not clear we'll need another person. 
Senator Fant asked if the colloquia are taught by loaner faculty or from a budget for part-
time faculty.  
Both, she replied. 
Senator Klein asked what will be the class size of colloquia and Honors sections and 
whether or not they would be cancelled for low enrollment. 
There are 2,225 students in the Honors college at the moment, she noted, and we have not 
been cancelling classes. She spoke of her efforts to keep class sizes manageable for the room 
size. She said ideally they would be anywhere from 18 to 22 for the colloquia; for the Honors 
sections, we would defer to the departments. 
Senator Coffey raised, as Vice Chair of Buchtel College Council, the question of quality of 
Honors projects. He noted that it was the intention that the Honors college would work with 
students to understand the department guidelines that were created and put up on the Honors 
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website. He expressed his wish that the Honors college would hold a workshop each semester 
about how to make their project. He reported that he hears from students either that they get no 
help from the Honors College or that they were told that we did not need to do this. 
She expressed extraordinary gratitude for his concern for the student experience. She agrees 
there have been problems in this area and pointed to the incoming associate dean as someone 
who can solve these problems. 
Senator Sterns expressed his frustration at being asked to read an Honors project at the last 
minute. 
IX. Approval of List of Graduates for Fall 2017 
On Senator Allen's motion, the list of graduates was adopted without dissent. 
X. Committee Reports 
A. Curriculum Review CommitteeChair Cravens 
On behalf of the committee, Vice Provost Cravens presented the curriculum change 
proposals (see appendix B). These were approved without dissent. 
 
B. Academic Policies CommitteeChair Klein 
On behalf of the committee, Senator Klein presented a proposed rule change concerning 
waivers of course prerequisites (see Appendix C). 
Senator Klein noted a question about whether or not interim, acting, or unqualified deans 
were included. 
Chair Rich responded, “Of course.” 
Senator Sterns asked if faculty would be able to continue to waive restrictions, as they can in 
some departments. 
Chair Rich replied yes, if department chairs and deans delegate that responsibility. 
The motion was adopted. 
 
C. Part-time Faculty CommitteeChair Osorio 
On behalf of the committee, Senator Osorio presented the updated resolution circulated 
earlier by Chair Rich (see Appendix D). Chair Rich read the resolving clause. 
Senator Bennington asked what are the financial implications of this resolution. 
Senator Osorio responded that she was unable to provide an estimate. 
Provost Ramsier responded $338,000. 
Chair Rich asked how that estimate was made. 
Provost Ramsier explained that he multiplied 776, an estimate of the number who might 
qualified, by $500. 
The motion was adopted. 
XI. Report of University Council RepresentativesSenators Roy & Allen 
Senator Roy reported on the business of two meetings. In the first, membership was 
recruited for the ad hoc Human Development committee, the use of campus during the summer 
was discussed, and the focus groups’ responses to the four-day class concept were presented.  
In the December meeting, the UC discussed ad hoc outreach and recruiting, a motion on 
mandatory TB screening was passed, and the work of the textbook committee. 
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Chair Rich asked for clarification about who would be subject to mandatory TB screening. 
Senator Roy responded that this would be mandatory for students coming from particular 
countries with high incidence of TB. 
XII. Report of Graduate Council RepresentativesSenators Allen & Soucek 
Senator Allen declined to report, given the lateness of the hour. 
XIII. New Business 
There was no new business. 
XIV. Good of the Order 
There was nothing for the good of the order. 
XV. Adjournment 
The meeting was adjourned at 4:43 pm. 
Jon Miller, Secretary. 
Questions and comments about the minutes can be emailed to mjon@uakron.edu or called in to 
x6202. 
 
11/20/2017  2:31 PM
Total
Term Associate Baccalaureate Master's Doctoral Master's Doctoral Degrees
183,530
Summer 2012 141 476 315 43 975
Fall 2012 197 888 234 28 2 36 1,385
Spring 2013 389 1,631 562 39 7 130 2,758
AY 2012-2013 727 2,995 1,111 110 9 166 5,118
Summer 2013 265 490 300 53 1,108
Fall 2013 186 829 254 47 2 28 1,346
Spring 2014 383 1,712 603 26 12 98 2,834
AY 2013-2014 834 3,031 1,157 126 14 126 5,288
Summer 2014 123 468 270 53 914
Fall 2014 216 842 244 36 3 32 1,373
Spring 2015 390 1,823 586 42 5 110 2,956
AY 2014-2015 729 3,133 1,100 131 8 142 5,243
Summer 2015 137 453 296 58 944
Fall 2015 202 868 236 44 2 34 1,386
Spring 2016 369 1,837 585 38 4 91 2,924
AY 2015-2016 708 3,158 1,117 140 6 125 5,254
Summer 2016 121 403 285 60 869
Fall 2016 187 801 241 50 0 29 1,308
Spring 2017 326 1,828 589 57 2 92 2,894
AY 2016-2017 634 3,032 1,115 167 2 121 5,071
Summer 2017 109 349 216 62 736
Fall 2017 0
Spring 2018 0
AY 2017-2018 109 349 216 62 0 0 736
210,240
Total Degrees Awarded through Spring 2012
Total Degrees Awarded through Spring 2017
Cumulative Awarded Degrees
Undergraduate Graduate Law
Office of the University Registrar ● Division of Student Success
The University of Akron Degree Summary
2017 Fall Commencement
__________________________________________________________________________________________
 
Please note that this summary may include degree candidates who will not complete academic
degree requirements and/or reconcile all financial obligations to The University of Akron.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
 
Juris Doctor 22
Master of Laws 1
School of Law 23
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Law Degree Candidates 23__________________________________________________________________________________________
 
Doctor of Philosophy 10
Buchtel College of Arts and Sciences 10
Doctor of Philosophy 16
College of Engineering 16
Doctor of Philosophy 2
The LeBron James Family Foundation College of Education 2
Doctor of Philosophy 14
College of Polymer Science and Polymer Engineering 14
Doctor of Nursing Practice 4
Doctor of Philosophy 4
College of Health Professions 8
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Doctoral Degree Candidates 50__________________________________________________________________________________________
 
Master of Applied Politics 2
Master of Arts 11
Master of Arts in Political Science 3
Master of Music 6
Master of Public Administration 13
Master of Science 40
Buchtel College of Arts and Sciences 75
Master of Science in Biomedical Engineering 3
Master of Science in Chemical Engineering 2
Master of Science in Civil Engineering 12
Master of Science in Electrical Engineering 13
Master of Science in Engineering 3
Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering 11
College of Engineering 44
Master of Arts in Education 24
Master of Science in Curriculum and Instruction 9
Master of Science in Education 2
The LeBron James Family Foundation College of Education35
Master of Arts 8
Master of Business Administration 28
Master of Science in Accountancy 1
Master of Science in Management 14
Master of Taxation 2
College of Business Administration 53
Master of Science 4
Master of Science in Polymer Engineering 3
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__________________________________________________________________________________________
 
College of Polymer Science and Polymer Engineering 7
Master of Arts in Education 12
Master of Arts in Speech - Language Pathology 5
Master of Public Health 1
Master of Science in Education 16
Master of Social Work 2
College of Health Professions 36
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Masters Degree Candidates 250__________________________________________________________________________________________
 
Bachelor of Arts 146
Bachelor of Arts in Anthropology 1
Bachelor of Arts in Business and Organizational Communication 2
Bachelor of Arts in Family and Child Development 12
Bachelor of Arts in Fashion Merchandising 4
Bachelor of Arts in Multidisciplinary Studies 15
Bachelor of Fine Arts 12
Bachelor of Music 9
Bachelor of Science 33
Bachelor of Science in Computer Science 12
Bachelor of Science in Political Science/Criminal Justice 25
Buchtel College of Arts and Sciences 271
Bachelor of Science in Biomedical Engineering 5
Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering 1
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering 9
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering 34
College of Engineering 49
Bachelor of Arts in Education 17
Bachelor of Science in Education 67
The LeBron James Family Foundation College of Education84
Bachelor of Arts 2
Bachelor of Business Administration 115
Bachelor of Science in Accounting 28
College of Business Administration 145
Bachelor of Arts 4
Bachelor of Arts in Child Life Specialist 5
Bachelor of Arts in Speech - Language Pathology and Audiology 3
Bachelor of Arts/Social Work 36
Bachelor of Science in Dietetics 1
Bachelor of Science in Education 27
Bachelor of Science in Exercise Science 31
Bachelor of Science in Food and Environmental Nutrition 4
Bachelor of Science in Nursing 32
College of Health Professions 143
Bachelor of Science in Automated Manufacturing Engineering Technology 8
Bachelor of Science in Computer Information Systems 12
Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering Technology 11
Bachelor of Science in Electronic Engineering Technology 7
Bachelor of Science in Emergency Management and Homeland Security 8
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering Technology 17
Bachelor of Science in Organizational Supervision 51
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__________________________________________________________________________________________
 
Bachelor of Science in Surveying and Mapping 3
College of Applied Science and Technology 117
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Baccalaureate Degree Candidates 809__________________________________________________________________________________________
 
Associate of Applied Science in Criminal Justice Technology 13
Associate of Applied Science in Early Childhood Development 1
Buchtel College of Arts and Sciences 14
Associate of Applied Science in Medical Assisting Technology 4
Associate of Applied Science in Radiologic Technology 2
College of Health Professions 6
Associate of Applied Business in Business Management Technology 4
Associate of Applied Business in Computer Information Systems 16
Associate of Applied Business in Hospitality Management 8
Associate of Applied Business in Marketing and Sales Technology 2
Associate of Applied Science in Construction Engineering Technology 11
Associate of Applied Science in Electronic Engineering Technology 4
Associate of Applied Science in Emergency Medical Services Technology 2
Associate of Applied Science in Fire Protection Technology 1
Associate of Applied Science in Geographic and Land Information Systems 1
Associate of Applied Science in Land Surveying 1
Associate of Applied Science in Manufacturing Engineering Technology 3
Associate of Applied Science in Mechanical Engineering Technology 8
Associate of Arts 35
Associate of Science 11
Associate of Technical Study 2
College of Applied Science and Technology 109
Associate of Applied Business in Business Management Technology 4
Associate of Applied Business in Health Care Office Management 3
Associate of Applied Science in Paraprofessional Education 4
Associate of Arts 5
Associate of Science 2
Wayne College 18
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Associate Degree Candidates 147__________________________________________________________________________________________
 
 1,279 Total Degrees
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Office of the University Registrar
Prospective Degree Candidates for 2017 Fall
 
_______________________________________________________________
Following are the names of prospective degree candidates
who have applied by Monday, November 20, 2017.  This
list may include degree candidates who will not complete
academic degree requirements and/or reconcile all
financial obligations to The University of Akron.
In the event of extenuating circumstances where a
student applies late or has been inadvertently omitted
from this list, authority is hereby granted to the
Senior Vice President and Provost to cause such student
to be added to this list upon the recommendation of the
respective faculty, appropriate dean and/or graduate
dean.
_______________________________________________________________
Law Degree Candidates
School of Law
Juris Doctor
 
Annamarie T. Bowman
Priscilla S. Bullitt
Nicole S. Carey
Carl A. Carnevale
Benjamin J. Comston
Ling Du
Anastasia J. Dunigan
Joseph A. Feldman
Michael P. Ginty
Josephine E. Hesse
Joanna G. Kamvouris
Ryan J. Kinney
Vincent W. LaGuardia
Dada N. London
Matthew C. Metcalf
Patrycja Ochman
Daniel J. Orlando
Julia G. Radefeld
Stephanie M. Ritchie
Spencer Scarborough
John T. Sulik
Jolyn E. Williamson
Master of Laws
 
Francis A. Grande
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Doctoral Degree Candidates
Buchtel College of Arts and Sciences
Doctor of Philosophy
 
Xiaoman Bi
Lauren A. Borden
Myriam T. Kadeba
Megan J. Klufas
Xuan Li
Audra R. Martin
Jeffrey A. McCausland
Sahar A. Sallam
Xiaojun Shi
Jeannette M. Wade
College of Engineering
Doctor of Philosophy
 
Sudip Adhikari
Ali Houssen A. Al Ateah
Osama J. Al Khateeb
Mallory J. Crow
Masoume Davoudi
Jonathan A. Fouts
Zipeng Han
Iftekhar Hasan
Seied Zaniar Hoseini
Benjamin A. Kent
Diana Munoz Salgado
Ehsan Saeidpour Parizy
Aparna Saha
Devesh Dadhich Shreeram
Qing Wang
Songling Zhang
The LeBron James Family Foundation College of Education
Doctor of Philosophy
 
Shelley A. Houser
Leslie R. Tucker
College of Polymer Science and Polymer Engineering
Doctor of Philosophy
 
Guopeng Fu
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Yunyi Gao
Jacob A. Hill
Ali Javadi
Jing Jiang
Shan Li
Melanie J. Longanecker
Sepideh Niknezhad
Sandeep S. Pole
Jacob D. Scherger
Enmin Wang
Zhengnan Yang
Jiayi Yu
Shichen Yuan
College of Health Professions
Doctor of Nursing Practice
 
Jennifer P. Colwill
Myra A. Cook
Falandia L. Milligan
Connie M. Teal
Doctor of Philosophy
 
Steven P. Beyer
Nicole R. Cleland
Jessica A. Headley
Michael J. Redd
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Masters Degree Candidates
Buchtel College of Arts and Sciences
Master of Applied Politics
 
Emily K. Maher
Douglas R. Tayek
Master of Arts
 
Haddani S. Almuhanna
Brandi J. Burnsworth
David D. Delgado
Janelle M. Gore
Natalie R. Grieshammer
Stephanie A. Gunnerson
Elizabeth A. Hall
Laila M. Qahl
Baron K. Rogers
Elizabeth A. Shiller
Regenia E. Spoerndle
Master of Arts in Political Science
 
Ahmed A. Alshaya
Karis L. Kotalac
Jackson E. Liebler
Master of Music
 
Theron E. Brown
Lauren Corcoran
Thomas P. Guarino
Benjamin T. Hottensmith
Victoria L. Ricci
Timothy R. Wolf
Master of Public Administration
 
Jennifer A. Adams
Juliana A. Akor
Abkar M. Alasri
Mutlaq H. Alshaibani
Monica J. Armstead
Alexandra K. Burt
Goangshin Jang
Christy M. Motley
Nicole M. Nadasky
Sariah Ross
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Megan L. Sutherland
Lisa N. Thompson
Nicholas P. Verna
Master of Science
 
Ahmed T. Alaamry
Mansour A. Alanazi
Sneha Latha Alboina
Sai Radha Mani Alla
Edwin Asirifi
Hannah J. Baumann
Keti G. Bertman
Hasitha I. Bothenna
Kelsey E. Budahn
Jingyan Chen
Sai Kumar Chirravuri
Shaun M. Christie
Sai Goud Durgappagari
Sarah E. Eblin
Ariana K. Frkonja-Kuczin
Claudio Garcia
Ababu A. Gelaye
Tricia L. Gilliland
Brielle K. Jacobs
Farnaz Kabiri
Kiran Kumar Katkam
Troy D. Kozee
Deborah L. Laforest
Sinuo Lang
Chenfei Li
Lo Niee Liew
Matthew L. Mackeown
Donald P. Mallory
Annette M. Marsolais
Kelli M. Morisak
Jane J. Oh
Vinod Pagadala
Louis A. Ray
Savannah R. Snyder
Sarika Reddy Sunki
Roshan Timilsina
Kavya Chandrika Uddarraju
Ananya Vaka
Jing Xie
Biyong Yang
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College of Engineering
Master of Science in Biomedical Engineering
 
Wafaa Hassan N. Ahmed
Elham Malekzadeh
Galina Y. Pylypiv
Master of Science in Chemical Engineering
 
Kasra Karimian
Marisa A. Seeley
Master of Science in Civil Engineering
 
Vikas Kumar Cinnam
Dehua Feng
Anny X. Gao
Kiswendsida Jules Kere
Sourav Khatua
Yixiang Li
Wen Luo
Brian W. McGannon
Selim E. Ozbek
Muge Pekersoy
Ahmad A. Qurashi
Peter J. Trowbridge
Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
 
Joseph Agyemang Duah
Mohammed A. Ahmed
Awab A. Ali
Qihang Gao
Abdullah Kurtoglu
Taohid Latif
Husam Eldin Elmutasim Osman Mohamed Elfadil
Vamsi Mulpuri
Brittany L. Stillwagon
Md Tawhid Bin Tarek
Uday Bhaskar Vechalapu
Frederick J. Weiss
Guanglei Zhang
Master of Science in Engineering
 
Ryan M. Gillespie
Joshua C. Graber
David A. Hoffman
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Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
 
Donato A. Bacco
Erhan Kirencigil
Yuan Liang
Mohammed Abdelaziz Elamin Mohammed
Janice L. Moore
Mohammed Abdul Sami
Bradley W. Shindle
Sulochana Shrestha
Brandon L. Strahin
Ahmed Tasnub Takaddus
Zachary D. Toom
The LeBron James Family Foundation College of Education
Master of Arts in Education
 
Carol Jean Agha
Ibrahim M. Alsulami
Haley L. Brown
Erin T. Class
Carrie M. Cutler
William B. Ely
Mia A. Hall
Alice Hartshorn
Kathryn H. Hawk
Raina M. Henderson
Alyce M. Hilliard
Ann K. Hoelzel
Brittany A. Hromiak
Teresa L. Kalla
Stacy-Ann McCarson
Christina E. Michel
Lynn M. Monaco
Narketta N. Myles
Jason D. Pigott
Kay L. Rentsch
Jeanne M. Semilia
Lesli D. Smith
Amy C. Stevens
Virginia L. Texter
Master of Science in Curriculum and Instruction
 
Emily H. Caldwell
Kristen L. Finley
Tremaine I. Fitzpatrick
Lauren M. Mazzagatti
Lynda W. Olsen
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Andrew M. Payne
Janet Powalie
Melissa N. Reynolds
Claire E. Vanfleet
Master of Science in Education
 
Jessica Luttrell
Razi A. Penny
College of Business Administration
Master of Arts
 
Benjamin Asare
Benjamin B. Borketey
Kevin M. Coyne
Chirantan Dasgupta
Matin Hajimohammadi
Justin S. Kumbal
Emmanuel Nkansah
Jephthah Oppong-atta
Master of Business Administration
 
Michael J. Adams
Rachel E. Barnette
Christian K. Blandon Cruz
Vishal K. Chaurasia
Rachel J. Collard
Siddharth David
Benjamin C. Harvey
Michael F. Leppo
Reza Madad
Nermin A. Mahran
Alex W. McCune
Kyle Monroe
Irvin D. Nasseri
Angela M. O'Connor
Jane J. Oh
Kevin C. O'Neil
Urmil Patel
Paula R. Ramsey
Ayyalraju Satyaseelan
Jay L. Schott
Kathryn C. Spector
Andrew D. Stevens
Mackenzie Stiff
Greg T. Suman
Elizabeth A. Szczukowski
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Jaya Sai V. Varre
Sierra A. Young
Zichuan Yuan
Master of Science in Accountancy
 
Melissa J. Snowe
Master of Science in Management
 
Ashok Bandi
Pavan Kumar Batchu
Sandhya Bhamidimarri
Apara Gupta
Ravi Kiran Kannegalla
Nikhil Kondur
Krishnadas Koyadan Chathoth
Nermin A. Mahran
Sneha Reddy Mogulla
Najmuddin Rizwan Mohammed
Karneet Singh Setia
Mandeep Singh
Sheshank Velaga
Vivek Reddy Yasa
Master of Taxation
 
Ejiro K. Esemitodje
Nathan R. Remington
College of Polymer Science and Polymer Engineering
Master of Science
 
Weiyao Li
Chen wei Liu
Yuta Makita
Haidong Zhu
Master of Science in Polymer Engineering
 
Subadhra Janardhanan
Wan-Hua Lin
Rongcheng Xu
College of Health Professions
Master of Arts in Speech - Language Pathology
 
Manar M. Baker
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Amanda R. Cline
Leslie D. Janezic
Michelle D. Rickey
Kristen E. Silveira
Master of Arts in Education
 
Ashley D. Fuller
Audra M. Gackowski
Fawn C. Gordon
Jason A. Hoskins
Phillip D. Lahue
Andrew J. Linder
Lauren E. Roebuck
Maritza I. Smith
Anna C. Smyczek
Andrea D. Turner
Jill Ward
Shawn W. Yambor
Master of Public Health
 
Karla C. Kaufman
Master of Science in Education
 
Warren Ball
Amanda T. Berchtold
Shazdeh Y. Bham
Justin E. Cristman
Christian R. Eyman
Kalia Haile
Thomas A. Ingellis
Andrew S. Kessler
Shaunna R. Lee
Shelly L. Lohr
Jahari M. Murdock
Brandon B. Nolin
Alexandria A. Stopka
Brad R. Unruh
Jordan B. Warrick
David Zsoldos
Master of Social Work
 
Cameo L. Cook
Teresa L. Dameworth
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Baccalaureate Degree Candidates
Buchtel College of Arts and Sciences
Bachelor of Arts in Anthropology
 
Megan Muniak
Bachelor of Arts in Business and Organizational
Communication
 
Ashley R. Stone
Elizabeth K. Tracy
Bachelor of Arts in Family and Child Development
 
Jenifer M. Catlett
Shi Ann Gurko
Courtney L. Hardy
Jourdon M. Harrison
Anthony A. Horn
Jordyn E. Jones
Morgan S. Kreptowski
Delaney M. Lawrence
Sarah A. Medley
Kara D. Molinelli
Diamond M. Moore
Tracey L. Sbrocca
Bachelor of Arts in Fashion Merchandising
 
Kimberly A. Hillton
Madison R. Miner
Haley A. Raines
Nicole L. Waibel
Bachelor of Arts in Multidisciplinary Studies
 
Nicole A. Barone
Jean Paul Colo
Rebecca J. Elledge
Seth R. Ferris
Kristen Flaherty
Savannah C. Hudson
Deacon M. Kollman
D'Andrea J. McCall
Evan M. McCory
Kristopher Mitroff
Joey Nahay
Mary L. Oyster
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Theresa L. Sanker
Alexander W. Swan
Gregory M. Wheeler
Bachelor of Science in Political Science/Criminal
Justice
 
Mark A. Brown
Amanda Burton
Matthew R. Dalesandro
Jennifer M. Deaton
Sarah A. Dhinojwala
C.J. Dixie
Amanda E. Frazee
Ronell J. Grimes
Teron D. Hood
Steven M. Hooten
Alexis T. Lindenberger
Daniel P. McAfee
Derrick D. McCorvey
Cedric A. McCoy
April Minen
Bethany R. Owens
Eric J. Paskert
Adam C. Pfeifer
Dylan J. Rief
Anthony E. Rising
John J. Seikel
Ashley N. Tasker
Michael D. Thomas
Steven D. Vogel
Zachary T. Yako
Bachelor of Arts
 
Morgan A. Aebischer
Jack E. Bailey
Matt J. Barnhart
Johanna N. Barnowski
Kirk R. Bedford
Pau Belana Huguet
Aryel A. Bell
Alexis S. Berg
Allison E. Berry
Mario S. Beverly
Michael D. Bilfield
Samantha C. Boryk
Kendra M. Bowman
Justin M. Bradley
Kaylee F. Budd
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Gregory N. Burns
Lauren B. Burns
Makayla J. Butcher
Natalie E. Calabrese
Kaiyla M. Capien
Antonio Catalano
Elizabeth I. Cawley
Gabriella C. Charley
Sara D. Clark
Lauren H. Conard
Robert P. Corts
Ryan C. Delafield
Michael J. Delagrange
Baylee A. Diedrich
Nicholas J. Dotson
Aaron T. Durden
Heather M. Echelberry
Tesneem M. Eddeb
Shannon L. Ede
Cassandra S. Garver
Zachary D. Gingerich
Amber N. Gobrogge
Julie A. Golden
Dana L. Graham
Deante K. Gray
Joseph E. Gray
Dominic J. Grossi
Hayden S. Grover
Max T. Grundy
Mariah A. Hairston
Kiana A. Hardy-Butler
Joshua C. Harris
Cassidy R. Harrison
Emily L. Harrison
Collin T. Hayes
Ryan J. Herhold
Casandra A. Hipkins
Hannah L. Hoffman
Jean N. Holman
Leah D. Howard
Martez A. Howard
Kristen R. Hrutkai
Tyler W. Hundley
Margaret J. Iselin
Joshua A. Jackson
Sierrah M. Jesiolowski
Kaitlyn L. Jewell
Adelyn B. Johnson
Cinda G. Johnson
Nicholas Jordan
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Jacob G. Kaus
Kearstyn R. Keen
Elaina L. Kraft
Joanna M. Krajci
Shauna C. Lachendro
Robert L. Lanchman
Nicole M. LaRose
David M. Larson
Jordan L. Love
Mitchell G. Lute
Sara M. Lute
Derek C. Lutz
Michael L. Madonia
Leah V. Marino
Jade A. Marshall
Alexandria J. Martinez
Desmond J. McDonald
Paige M. McKinney
Taylor J. McKinnie
Christian B. Mendez
Gordon S. Merritt
Kayla R. Mertz
Bradley S. Mickna
Heather H. Miller
James S. Miller
Fabiana R. Miller Heisler
Lindsey E. Mitchell
Mandi A. Moore
Marcus J. Murray
Carol J. Nicolas
Olivia D. Niles
Ryan Noland
Morgan B. O'Rourke
Vincent A. Paris
Samantha J. Patterson
McKayla D. Phillips
Vaughn R. Pilcher
Casey R. Polatas
Jeanetta M. Powers
Rebecca Putman
Christina L. Rhodes
Jamie L. Rinella
Tiffany K. Rittenour
Gloriluz Rivera Rodriguez
Keyona M. Rodgers
Paige E. Rowan
Aziza Salukombo
Riis L. Saunders
Jaclyn M. Schafer
Kaitlyn R. Shaw
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Isaac D. Shepherd
Logan R. Smalley
Nicole E. Sopkovich
Jacob M. Sparrow
Jonathan K. Spiker
Brandon L. Spinner
Sarah M. Stangelo
Michael P. Thutt
Mollie A. Todd
Blane Turiczek
Magdolin L. Turner
Jamie N. Vadnal
Ian M. Vanek
David A. Vernon
Taylor K. Volmer
Shelby R. Von Gunten
Amy E. Wakefield
Matthew J. Waldsmith
Nicole R. Warner
Stacie M. Weimer
Erica L. Wellman
Ashley R. Wertz
Teresa A. Weston
DaShanae M. White
Wesley E. Wilkins
Erin N. Williams
TeRance A. Williams Mitchell
Andrew D. Wilms
Nathan M. Wise
Abigail A. Zerull
Nicholas A. Zverloff
Bachelor of Fine Arts
 
Rachel L. Baade
Kayla M. Becka
Fiona M. Christie
Daniel M. Hermann
Allison M. Jones
Morgan E. Loughner
Alysha March
Teanna J. McDaniel
Benjamin J. Miller
Evan T. Snode
Shannon T. Star
Joseph S. Wilde
Bachelor of Music
 
Dillon C. Bolon
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Brandon E. Cummings
Eden A. Dunning
Elyse E. Dye
James G. Gates
Jessica A. Haley
Graham D. Hicks
Tyler P. Spuzzillo
Katherine E. Swift
Bachelor of Science
 
Tamam B. Abdelqader
Madison L. Baer
Devin D. Beaumier
Jason A. Bonezzi
John K. Bonyo
Ryan S. Broadbent
Kayla A. Calapa
David M. Campana
Celsie D. Channell
Nayan Chapagai
Connor S. Emling
John M. Ertle
Michael D. Fuller
Istvan Gates
Maranda L. Haas
Danielle N. Hamilton
Nathaniel V. Hess
Joshua L. Hillegass
Sophia G. Insalaco
Brittany L. Knight
Gregory R. Maire
Jack A. McDowall
Dominique J. Oates
Bria R. Oden
Luke R. Oldfield
Jessica R. Onyak
Kelsie M. Peters
Mason D. Riley
David E. Sargious
Jenna E. Stralka
Nathan D. Strobl
Nels A. Swanson
Sierra A. Young
Bachelor of Science in Computer Science
 
Mansour H. Abutaleb
Timothy J. Allen
Brian L. Baker
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Duncan A. Campbell
Andrew A. Doyle
Eric M. Harvey
Dragan Jovic
Caleb Kupetz
Taylor R. Linton
Eric P. Svonavec
Colt L. Taffe
Ronnie Zhu
College of Engineering
Bachelor of Science in Biomedical Engineering
 
Ahmed B. Alanizy
Nada A. Aljahdali
Ali F. Alshehri
Abdullah Alzughaibi
Andrew M. Ambrozic
Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering
 
Jesse I. Braun
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
 
James L. Bender
Ryan M. Bequette
Michael B. Chapin
Nicholas D. Marshall
Tyler J. Mikita
Mohammed W. Najjar
Andrew M. Neff
Jacob H. Scotese
Tyler R. Yohman
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
 
Abdullah S. AL-Uraifi
Andrew J. Barr
Eldin Becirovic
Jessica A. Buehler
Paul Buzzelli-Andes
George L. Demian
Caitlin Dickerson
Conrad J. Doehne
Joseph W. El Rassi
Nicole S. Everetts
Brandon M. Guldeman
Chase W. Helmling
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Philip J. Hoffman
Matthew W. Humeniuk
Jeremy M. Huntington
Robert Jackson
Louis W. Lamosek
Kathryn Y. Lewis
Bennett J. Norley
Joshua L. Ogurchak
Connor D. O'Mara
Ben H. Robison
Samir A. Saab
Russell J. Sajovie
Drew Sanders
Christopher A. Sheppard
Drake A. Smalley
Richard K. Smith
Megan M. Stainer
Jonathan M. Stein
Lauren A. Thompson
Benjamin T. Todd
Aaron J. Waldmann
Taquan C. Williams
The LeBron James Family Foundation College of Education
Bachelor of Arts in Education
 
Holly C. Baker
Evony R. Bush
Jackilyn F. Byler
Desarae E. Evans
Mallory B. Farrance
Annabelle L. Hegeman
Jacob Kainec
William M. Marsh
Molly Maurer
Brian P. McGuinness
Courtney M. Miles
Jordan E. Mitchell
Isaac J. Sarver
Nicole E. Sorgi
Leslie M. Upp
Jenifer L. Vliet
Jaclyn A. Wloszek
Bachelor of Science in Education
 
Natalie L. Allen
Taylor M. Bogovich
Allison N. Bullock
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Megan R. Calderone
Megan R. Calderone
Travis G. Caskey
Quanisha N. Crenshaw
Anna R. Derr
Amy C. Donze
Joshuah C. Farrance
Taylor R. Fleming
Kimberly L. Goehler
Dana L. Graham
Kelly K. Guthrie
Tammy S. Hamilton
Kaitlin M. Hess
Matthew A. Hillman
Kendal K. Johnson
Cadie M. Johnston
Megan K. Kennelly
Christopher G. Kocar
Heather N. Litchard
Ashley N. Londrico
Lauren A. Marshall
Ana Martin-Sacristan Gandia
Tyler A. Mayfield
Daniel J. McGuire
Kylie L. McMichael
Tiffany M. McMorrow
Andrea R. Meckler
Angelina H. Miller
Taylor M. Miller
Callie L. Molina
Kristi L. Morisak
Erin M. Morris
Kelsey E. Mueller
Danielle Ockuly
Lyndsey A. Orges
Jaclyn C. Oser
Holly L. Pearce
Ashley E. Perman
Lauren M. Quinones
Haley B. Reed
Hannah E. Robinson
Rebekah D. Rose
Demia L. Ruff
Lindsay M. Runninger
Sheri F. Schlosser
Zoe M. Shetler
Nicole J. Shoemaker
Katelin T. Short
Matthew T. Sims
Elizabeth A. Smith
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Joseph R. Stunek
Melayna N. Surace
Kelly M. Swensen
Hannah M. Teske
Hannah R. Tomassetti
Nicole M. Toth
Andrea L. Troyer
Kaitlyn M. Turachak
Morgan L. Volzer
Kristen N. Williams
Jessica A. Willoughby
Darin E. Winkler
Anna G. Winn
Autumn N. Wright
College of Business Administration
Bachelor of Arts
 
John M. Hamm
Benjamin J. Nypaver
Bachelor of Business Administration
 
Alyssa M. Alejo
Hisham F. Alneghamish
Michael A. Arnold
Nicholas N. Augustine
Esther T. Babade
Mark J. Beauch
Benjamin J. Beckman
Blaine M. Beichler
Daniel T. Berzinskas
Jonas Birch
Erica D. Braden
Jonathon L. Brown
Michael E. Buddenberg
Danielle C. Budich
Cody M. Busson
Brandon M. Carpenter
Jacob E. Cirillo
Anthony D. Collins
Thomas M. Cooke
Michaela A. Cornell
Miranda Cornett
Jeffrey P. Crawford
Rachel A. Cronin
Megan L. Cutlip
Nicholas G. Cwikla
Eric M. Davide
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Danielle F. Davis
Kristina Deenanat
Paul J. DeNigris
Tracy C. Devlin
Allison K. Dombroski
Dener Dos Santos
Brandon A. Doty
Joseph A. Farina
Connor R. Fish
Matthew W. Frazier
Joel P. Frye
Megan E. Glivar
Gina M. Gorrell
Joshua R. Graham
Austin T. Griffith
Kristin N. Hahn
Jonathan D. Hicks
Shana M. Hlas
Shana M. Hlas
John R. Hojnacki
Dale R. Holbert
Elizabeth G. Holston
Elizabeth G. Holston
Stuart M. Holthusen
Nathan K. Hopson
Nicholas E. Hovanitz
Jeremy J. Irias
Lassane Kanazoe
Kathryn A. Kania
Kyle C. Kearney
Charles B. Kidder
Jesse A. Klug
Kacey A. Kovacs
Timothy E. Lane
Jeffrey T. Lawer
Taylor M. Lee
Hayley B. Lemmon
Zachary R. Lindsay
William D. Lorzing
Tyler D. Luli
Victoria A. Maglione
Kline L. Markley
Jake J. Marty
Sofie L. Matheny
Summer L. McFadden
Joseph M. Micale
Anthony F. Millman
James P. Mills
Rachael M. Mittelkamp
Vladislav M. Mokodean
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Christian R. Morton
Marissa E. Mroczynski
John J. Nesby
Taylor L. Oser
Jessica M. Parsell
Suthini Permpeerapat
James B. Petty
Erik K. Polosky
Melanie E. Povirk
David M. Quarick
Mitchell J. Ratliff
Bradley Rechtorik
Nicholas W. Rogers
Jana A. Sawalma
Rachel K. Scheuermann
Hannah T. Simmons
Rachel A. Sines
Harmandeep L. Singh
Nickolas J. Skeriotis
Meagan R. Spier
Rebecca A. Springman
Kyle A. Stauffer
Nicole R. Steffen
Owen M. Stoller
Kenneth R. Streza
Danielle L. Swain
Nathan J. Todd
Joseph F. Tuck
Carly N. VanCura
Joshua D. Vectirelis
Alejandra Velasco-Villanueva
Andrew C. Watson
Taylor E. Weirtz
Rachelle L. Whitfield
Lydia M. Williams
Nicholas D. Williams
Austin M. Wolf
Joshua D. Wyman
Sebastian D. Yerian
Bachelor of Science in Accounting
 
Marc S. Abou Abdallah
Hunter Alda
Matthew W. Barth
Adlai W. Beard
Phillip A. Bednar
Emily Bunker
Jennifer L. Denee
Meaghan L. Diaz
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Samuel T. Funk
Jennifer J. Graves
Patrick J. Grismer
Curtis Hamilton
Daniella G. Johnson
Matthew A. Kancyan
Colton J. Laudato
Caleb J. Lauer-Butala
Dillion A. McPherson
Jacob D. Miller
Matthew E. Mines
Carrie M. Myers
Marc B. Owens
Bence A. Papp
Neel A. Patidar
Colin M. Pytel
Aleric W. Taylor
Michael S. Wang
Kevin D. Yarger
Joseph R. Zabo
College of Health Professions
Bachelor of Arts in Child Life Specialist
 
Rose I. Matzelle
Madison J. Noble
Misha L. Peterson
Olivia M. Ryder
Rachel K. Ziemba
Bachelor of Arts in Speech - Language Pathology and
Audiology
 
Sabrina M. Binegar
Bethany B. DiGregorio
Heather R. Owens
Bachelor of Science in Food and Environmental Nutrition
 
Ashley D. Carpenter
Jennifer M. Gostkowski
Dianne E. Palush
Michelle M. Riggenbach
Bachelor of Arts
 
Kelly M. Holstein
Abigail J. Miller
Ellie A. Murrey
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Joi S. Twyman
Bachelor of Arts/Social Work
 
Shannon E. Brown
LaVonne S. Buckle
Dai'Shelle J. Butler
Robert E. Cade
De'Shawn Core
Scott B. Dewyre
Brittany Duvin
Heather L. Fraelich
Brenna E. Gallagher
David E. Gibbs
Sheena P. Hairston
Martha E. Harding
Jessica L. Henderhan
Geraldine M. James
Ashleigh R. Johnston
Brenda J. Krauss
Ronnie R. Leeth
Sabrina Lukic
Allison M. Mauch
Tyler L. McCullough
Aaron P. Melton
Anna M. Miller
Carrie A. Pfister
Christie L. Rush
Jaizane A. Russell
Kaba F. Sarr
Katlyn N. Smith
Keith D. Snodgrass
Renee A. Stanford
Amanda M. Trainer
Wienel Y. Vanbrook
Kelsie R. Vrable
Nikki N. Williams
Raul E. Williams
Michael A. Wyant
Rosa A. Young
Bachelor of Science in Dietetics
 
Matthew J. Chezem
Bachelor of Science in Education
 
Brian R. Adkins
Steven T. Chapple
Carley G. Childress
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Alias F. Coney
Brennan M. Earl
Samuel P. Gainford
LaVonne E. Gauthney
Kevin Gladney
Chad W. Hammond
James L. Hilton
Sean M. Huffman
Alexandria M. Joyner
Jacob A. Michney
Grace M. Miller
Whitney L. Mills
Barth-Luther N. Mouafo
Joseph D. Palladino
Andrew M. Phillips
Austin D. Pritchard
Xavier J. Quigley
Jessica M. Reiman
Destanie L. Robinson
Adam T. Schreffler
Ryan I. Schreiber
Jesse A. Soria
Philip W. Stout
Garrett K. Zuzik
Bachelor of Science in Exercise Science
 
Samia S. Bell
Brandon T. Blakely
Megan N. Brophy
Thytira M. Brown
Arianna N. Casey
Jesse T. Cottrell
Michael P. Duff
Megan E. Etter
Peter W. Fleming
Austin R. Foguth
Zachary J. Guiser
Dane R. Hammer
Noel J. Hartmann
Emily C. Johnson
Michael T. Kish
Maria V. LaMontagne
Eric D. Lamp
Michaela S. Lehman
Amber N. Mahone
Kaitlin N. Mitchell
Emily M. Morgan
Timothy A. Morris
Monica L. Murphy
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Grace A. Pieri
Brant C. Raber
Tylor J. Radcliff
Ashley P. Schlissel
Dina M. Sevastos
Ariana M. Stolar
Danielle J. Utrata
Michael J. Yambor
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
 
Sarah E. Catazaro
Cody D. Collins
Tiffany M. Colston
Kathleen M. Cooper
Marisa B. Cotsmire
Lora A. DiMichele
Megan M. Esker
Jasalyn S. Hash
Jeffrey C. James
Nicholas R. Kaiser
Richard J. Klingshirn
Sondra L. Lab
Erin N. Metzger
Stephanie A. Miller
Rose Nagy
Alejandro D. Ortega
Blake C. Pinchbeck
Brittany N. Robinson
Emily E. Sebunia
Easton J. Shaw
Benjamin R. Siders
Dominicque Smith
Ashley N. Sutton
Rana Sweis
Nelly Szente
Kylie E. Thanasiu
Michelle M. Thimke
Joseph C. Tomcho
Dawn Valerio
Emily M. Wallace
Emma C. Wilkinson
Tina L. Wilson
College of Applied Science and Technology
Bachelor of Science in Automated Manufacturing
Engineering Technology
 
Daniel J. Cellura
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Jesse M. Dravenstott
Michael A. Merda
Joshua R. Porter
Sean C. Ruppert
Steven M. Schultz
Alexander K. Straffen
Eric V. Wohlgamuth
Bachelor of Science in Computer Information Systems
 
Alberto Calo
Michael S. Carillon
Anthony M. Dicosimo
Malcolm X. Felix
Jessica A. Langston
Cody A. Lyons
Evan M. Mertz
Mason J. Rauchenstein
Juan D. Rivers
Tyler A. Saucier
William E. Spearing
David L. Storey
Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering
Technology
 
Cameron T. Augustine
Craig A. Bunner
Nicholas B. Ciccozzi
Michael E. Eccleston
Cole M. Fleming
Kyle W. Gump
Alexander J. Jones
Brad Selbee
Aaron J. Stainbrook
Jordan L. Tomazich
Austin M. Wischt
Bachelor of Science in Electronic Engineering Technology
 
Matthew R. Blaha
Derek J. Bunker
Brandon T. Farmer
Bryan D. Giannangeli
John D. Park
Dylan J. Stavarz
Tou Vang
Bachelor of Science in Emergency Management and Homeland
Security
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 Jordan W. Bower
Colin E. Brooks
Nicholas S. Harsar
Lukus E. Hawk
Jacob A. Jernigan
David P. LaBuda
Nathan M. Schultz
Reegan J. Scott
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering Technology
 
Matab A. Alshammari
Andrew H. Avery
Collin R. Dickey
Dustin R. Fickert
Daniel H. Heitger
Paul G. Herbst
Alexander J. Kouskouris
Clay S. Kyner
Timothy B. Levers
Michael A. Lewis
Matt M. McBride
Eli F. Oana
Jeremiah E. Proben
Mitchell D. Race
Carter G. Saiben
Rayan S. Sirafi
Martin L. Whaley
Bachelor of Science in Organizational Supervision
 
Chiquita R. Adkisson
Amber N. Anderson
Juanita K. Bagley
Mary D. Barry
Lori A. Battilochi
Trisha L. Blum
Kristen A. Caler
Timothy C. Chapman
Kevin O. Coates
Karen L. Combs
Christopher M. Daniels
Kathryn N. Dupont
Klyne-Justyne M. Ellis
Ashlee C. Fields
Gary S. Gardner
Shaun E. Greathouse
Constance Guyton
Karen Hamilton
Cindy S. Hampton
Mikee T. Hayes
Gabrielle A. Huffnagel
Chantreese S. Jackson
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Jessica A. Johns
Breanna R. Johnson
Tanner M. Mandich
Jamal H. Marcus
Chidozie E. Martins
Ashley M. Meyers
Sheila E. Miller
Emanuel T. Morgan
Patrick N. Mungai
Timothy L. Nagy
Diana L. Naida
Annette M. Nemchev
Jaye E. Neuberger
John W. Petersen
Malcolm K. Porter
Megan Posar
Alivia H. Primovero
Laquan N. Robinson Chappell
Christine A. Scalzitti
Mark S. Schoenbaechler
Mark J. Schrull
Brandon F. Schuld
Cassandra J. Shugert
John T. Smith
Kella M. Solomon
Matthew C. Stouffer
Mark G. Sweet
Ludwika Szynal
Christopher J. Urbanek
Bachelor of Science in Surveying and Mapping
 
Cory M. Craig
Trevor J. Hanes
Kenneth J. Marhoffer
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Associate Degree Candidates
Buchtel College of Arts and Sciences
Associate of Applied Science in Criminal Justice
Technology
 
Cory A. Barrett
Kiara Bentley
Jacob B. Biggie
Anthony D. Brown
Ross M. Fragale
Javon N. Garrison
Claudia M. Judele
Thomas H. Koontz
Eduard Manu
Destinee K. Negulis
Nicholas C. Poghen
DaVonna N. Reed
Cory A. Smith
Associate of Applied Science in Early Childhood
Development
 
Vanielle V. Robinson
College of Health Professions
Associate of Applied Science in Medical Assisting
Technology
 
Jordan T. Jeter
Reannin M. Moles
Courtney M. Roth
Jenna K. Stoller
Associate of Applied Science in Radiologic Technology
 
Erika M. Kersmarki
Kathleen M. Kilker
College of Applied Science and Technology
Associate of Applied Business in Computer Information
Systems
 
Alexander R. Bailey
Tyler D. Boreman
Derek A. Bryant
Michael S. Carillon
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Christina M. Fabris
Christopher W. Gaul
Tyree C. Lewis
Garrett J. McGill
Charles L. Moore
Nick A. Polito
Ebony L. Richmond
Rachel E. Simkanin
David L. Storey
Ivo S. Svilenski
Scott W. Ware
Mitchell J. Wheeler
Associate of Applied Science in Construction Engineering
Technology
 
Abdulaziz M. Alshahri
Jordan T. Barrett
Hunter J. Blevins
Tyler R. Crowe
Kyle W. Gump
Alexander J. Jones
William C. Lynch
Curtis J. McDiffitt
Brad Selbee
Collin A. Shamberger
Aaron J. Stainbrook
Associate of Applied Science in Electronic Engineering
Technology
 
Matthew R. Blaha
Brandon T. Farmer
Yongpei Liao
Joseph Malysa
Associate of Applied Science in Emergency Medical
Services Technology
 
Jenna L. Coffy
Justin M. Wise
Associate of Applied Science in Fire Protection
Technology
 
Mackenzy A. Rodgers
Associate of Applied Science in Geographic and Land
Information Systems
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Jacob T. Durda
Associate of Applied Science in Land Surveying
 
Andrew N. Philpott
Associate of Applied Science in Manufacturing
Engineering Technology
 
Gary E. Breyer
Alan R. Holbrook
Joshua R. Porter
Associate of Applied Science in Mechanical Engineering
Technology
 
Joshua J. Brenner
Douglas A. Drake
James M. Gauer
Matt M. McBride
David M. Morar
Eli F. Oana
Aaron W. Porter
Makaila E. Woessner
Associate of Applied Business in Hospitality Management
 
Jessica A. Fairbairn
Dalton E. Gearhart
Kourtney M. Martin
Ibukun E. Odekunle
Samantha L. Shaffer
Associate of Applied Business in Business Management
Technology
 
Lawanna E. Brooks
Nicole D. Conti
Chaundra L. Crews-McGrady
John B. Martin
Associate of Applied Business in Hospitality Management
 
Amy Lee
Elizabeth R. Perkins
Siddiq Samad
Associate of Applied Business in Marketing and Sales
Technology
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Bridget C. Guerra
Renee L. Markley
Associate of Arts
 
Diasia S. Barnes
Chelsey G. Berkey
Tyler J. Beverlin
Christopher A. Boldry
Tracey M. Brown
Hope Bushner
Jeremiah J. Carr
David A. Click
Kevin O. Coates
Tyler R. Dawes
Charles T. Doolin
Chrishawna N. Dudley
Kathryn N. Dupont
Klyne-Justyne M. Ellis
Mikee T. Hayes
Tyron D. Hoisten
China C. Honorable
Anthony A. Horn
Nicholas Jordan
Justin A. Lee
Courtney L. Malita
Summer Mallory
Logan J. McNally
Ashley M. Meyers
Gavin M. O'Brien
Esther V. Pond
Jennifer L. Ramolt
Matthew J. Schoblocher
Eric S. Schweitzer
Benjamin J. Sewell
Kella M. Solomon
Machele K. Walker
Samantha L. Walker
Tatiana A. Ward
Kyla D. Winfrey
Associate of Science
 
Heather K. Burkhart
Nathan M. Burns
Klyne-Justyne M. Ellis
Ashley J. Harris
Judy K. Horn
Kristopher Mitroff
Keasia M. Ray
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Ryan B. Ream
Michelle M. Riggenbach
Stephanie C. Rogers
Bradley S. Wright
Associate of Technical Study
 
Julianne T. Martin
Narrissa A. Smith
Wayne College
Associate of Applied Business in Health Care Office
Management
 
Jessica M. Gillman
Lori E. Mallory
Allison P. Milligan
Associate of Applied Science in Paraprofessional
Education
 
Eliza J. Goebel
Brittney N. Montanez
Alyssa R. Palm
Jennifer Provchy
Associate of Applied Business in Business Management
Technology
 
Erika L. Dotterer
Courtney N. Green
Ashley J. Hanson
Mark A. Wilson
Associate of Arts
 
Taylor E. Andre
Hunter R. Caricofe
Taylor J. Sowinski
Jessika E. Straub
Chase D. White
Associate of Science
 
Kyle W. Bauman
Joshua L. Herold
1,279 Total Degrees
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Proposal	Number	 Proposal	Title	
CHP-SOCIAL-16-16944	 Addiction	&	the	Family	
A&S-COMMUN-16-19157	 Strategic	Social	Media	
ENGR-BIOMED-16-19601	 Biomedical	Engineering	
A&S-POLSC-17-20343	 Intelligence	and	Counterterrorism	
BUS-MANGT-17-20556	 Information	Systems	Management	
BUS-MANGT-17-20599	 Analysis	&	Design	of	Business	Systems	
BUS-MARKET-17-20496	 Cross-Media	Database	Marketing	
A&S-COMMUN-16-18969	 Instructional	Communication		for	Speech	Educators	
BUS-MARKET-17-20563	 E-Commerce	and	Interactive	Marketing	
BUS-MARKET-17-20564	 Business	Research	Methods	
A&S-COMMUN-16-19163	 Ethics	in	Science	Communication	
A&S-COMMUN-16-19158	 Media	Entrepreneurship	
SUMM-BUSTECH-17-20651	 Hospitality	Mgmt	-	Culin	Arts	
SUMM-BUSTECH-17-20652	 Hospitality	Mgmt	-	Hotl	/	Lodg	
EDUC-CURR-17-21141	 Teaching	Literacy	to	English	Learners	
EDUC-CURR-17-21142	 Teaching	Literacy	to	English	Learners	
A&S-POLSC-17-21279	 American	Interest	Groups	
A&S-POLSC-17-21311	 Campaign	Finance	
CHP-NUDIET-17-21156	 Food	Systems	Management	II	
A&S-POLSC-17-20846	 Al	Qaeda	
A&S-POLSC-17-20850	 Political	Science	accel	BA/JD	
BUS-ECON-17-20645	 3	+	2	Program	in	Financial	Management	and	Economics	
BUS-ECON-17-20650	 3+2	Program	in	Risk	Management	and	Insurance	and	Economics	
BUS-FINAN-17-20435	 3+2	Program	in	Financial	Management	and	Economics	
BUS-FINAN-17-20436	 3+2	Program	in	Risk	Management	and	Insurance	and	Economics	
BUS-FINAN-17-20725	 Finance	-	Corporate	Finl	Mgmt	
BUS-FINAN-17-20726	 Finance	-	Financial	Planning	
BUS-FINAN-17-20727	 Finance	-	Financial	Services	
BUS-MARKET-17-20567	 Creative	Laboratory	
CHP-ALLIEDHEAL-17-19846	 Basic	Pharmacology	
CHP-NURIN-17-21655	 Advanced	Healtcare	Statistics	I	
SUMM-BUSTECH-17-20648	 Safety	&	Sanitation	
SUMM-BUSTECH-17-20649	 Baking	&	Classical	Desserts	
SUMM-PUBSVCTECH-17-19995	 Police	Academy:	Administration	&	Legal	
SUMM-PUBSVCTECH-17-19996	 Police	Academy:	Homeland	Security	
SUMM-PUBSVCTECH-17-19997	 Police	Academy:	Traffic	
SUMM-PUBSVCTECH-17-19998	 Police	Academy:	Practicals	I	
SUMM-ENGRSCI-17-20687	 Automated	Manufacturing	Engr	
SUMM-ENGRSCI-17-21262	 Mfg	Engr	Tech	-Quality	Control	
SUMM-ENGRSCI-17-21397	 Mechanical	Design	III	
SUMM-ENGRSCI-17-21398	 Mechanical	Engineering	Technology	Senior	Seminar	
SUMM-ENGRSCI-17-21399	 Mechanical	Projects	
A&S-CLASS-17-21688	 Archaeology	
A&S-STATS-17-21470	 Statistics	-	Cooperative	Edu	
A&S-STATS-17-21449	 Statistics	-	Cooperative	Edu	
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SUMM-PUBSVCTECH-17-19999	 Police	Academy:	Practicals	II	
EDUC-EDFOUND-17-20929	 Educational	Admn	-	Higher	Edu	
CHP-NUDIET-16-17555	 Food	Industry:	Analysis	&	Field	Study	
ENGR-CIVILE-17-20170	 Geotechnical	Engineering	
BUS-FINAN-17-21631	 Principles	of	Finance	
CHP-SPORTSCI-16-16829	 Research	Seminar	
A&S-MODL-15-15846	 Spanish	
BUS-FINAN-17-20923	 Financial	Strategy	
BUS-FINAN-17-20924	 Advanced	Financial	Analytics	
BUS-FINAN-17-21011	 Seminar	in	Financial	Planning	
BUS-FINAN-17-21382	 Foundations	of	Personal	Finance	
ENGR-CIVILE-17-20169	 Soil	Mechanics	
ENGR-CIVILE-17-20337	 Special	Projects:	Civil	Engineering	
ENGR-MECHE-17-21642	 Mechanical	Polymer	Engineering	(inactive)	
ENGR-MECHE-17-21645	 Mechanical	Polymer	Engr	-	Coop	(inactive)	
ENGR-MECHE-17-22109	 Mechanical	Metallurgy	
ENGR-MECHE-17-20659	 Fluid	Mechanics	I	
ENGR-MECHE-17-22110	 Design	of	Mechanical	Components	
ENGR-MECHE-16-18527	 Mechanical	Engineering	Measurements	Laboratory	
SUMM-ENGRSCI-17-21396	 Mechanical	Design	II	
CHP-NUDIET-16-16890	 Cultural	Dimensions	of	Food	
SUMM-ENGRSCI-17-21391	 Survey	of	Mechanical	Engineering	Technology	
CHP-ALLIEDHEAL-17-19851	 Allied	Heathcare	Administration	
APC Senate Report 
7 December, 2017 
 
The APC proposes the following rule: 
1. Only college deans, academic department chairs, and school directors have authority 
to waive course pre-requisites, provide department consent for enrollment purposes, 
override time conflicts, or enroll students in closed classes. 
2. College deans, academic department chairs, and school directors may delegate this 
authority to appropriate individuals in their respective academic units. 
 
Rationale:  Waiver of course prerequisites, provision of department consent for enrollment 
purposes, overriding of time conflicts, and enrollment of students in closed classes are academic 
matters.  Authority to take these actions should be restricted to appropriate personnel in 
academic units. 
Resolution for Part Time Faculty Bonus 
 
Whereas this past September, President Wilson, with approval from the Board of Trustees, in 
an effort to recognize the efforts of full-time employees who have not had a raise, granted a 
one-time bonus payment of $1,000 for each individual who met the criteria, and 
 
Whereas the President noted this payment was a financial hardship for the university but also 
noted that it was important to “invest in our employees to thank them for their work and for the 
efforts and for taking on additional things,” and 
 
Whereas the part-time faculty have taken on additional courses, often with only days or 
sometimes only hours to prepare, and 
 
Whereas the part-time faculty have accepted additional students into their classes above the 
limit to accommodate requests from department chairs seeking to avoid opening new sections 
and academic advisors seeking to accommodate students’ work and study schedules, and 
 
Whereas the part-time faculty have participated in additional unpaid work such as curriculum 
development, program assessment, and general education course proposals, and 
 
Whereas the part-time faculty teach a significant number of credit hours to first-year students 
frequently becoming for those students their mentor in navigating through and acclimating to the 
academic expectations of this university, and  
 
Whereas the part-time faculty have not received an increase in base pay since 1999,  
 
Be it resolved that Faculty Senate asks that the President and BOT approve a one-time bonus 
payment similar to that given to Contract Professionals and select Staff in recognition of their 
hard work and sacrifice of part-time faculty in contribution to the success of students at the 
University of Akron.   
 
The one-time payment bonus of $500 is for every part-time faculty who taught in at least two of 
the last four semesters, not including summer terms, are currently teaching (Fall 2017) and who 
did not receive the one-time bonus payment of $1000 approved in 2017. 
 
 
